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We’re Moving Again!
5 years ago this month, we packed up all of our possessions and moved our family from Northern California, where we
had spent the previous 10 years, to Southern California, where we stepped into a new role as Ethnic Field Ministry Directors.
Our job has been to help start new movements on campuses everywhere to reach students of the many different cultures that
exist on our campuses, and also to create a culture of faith, awareness
and boldness for our staff to step outside of their comfort zone to take the
gospel to students of every culture, planting new ministries that would
grow and multiply and become self-sustaining.
While there were many road bumps along the way, I look back at the
last five years and am amazed at all that God has done. Space doesn’t
allow me to list all of the ministries that have been started or all that He’s
done. What’s really exciting is that our ethnic ministries have grown and
now have their own staff and national leaders.
Over the past 18 months Jen and I have sensed that our role was like
that of John the Baptist as our role has decreased while the role of other
leaders has naturally increased.
This past spring, we sensed the Lord telling us that our “mission” was
accomplished and it was time to take the next step. It was a scary
moment for us because we weren’t sure what that next step was. We
identified with Abraham as we stepped out of our role before knowing
where we were going. It made for an interesting summer of
contemplation and reflection on our gifts, passions and
experiences as we sought to reaffirm and redefine our calling.
We’ve truly been on a faith journey these past 5 months.
One of the opportunities that was presented to us was the
opportunity to start something new. As a pioneer, my interest was
instantly piqued.
Through the leadership program Jen was involved in the past
two years, we learned about a new ministry called Cru City.
Specifically, we learned about an incredible need and opportunity
to reach Millennials, the group of people in our culture who are
18-30 years old and who are extremely skeptical and turned off by
traditional Christianity and evangelical approaches.
After much prayer and counsel, Jen and I have accepted the
role as Orange County Directors for Cru City. So we’re not moving locations but
Top: We’re NOT moving ministry
we are moving our ministry focus! Our primary role will be to work with churches
locations, but we are moving our ministry
and volunteers to establish a movement among Millennials that will reach those
focus.
who are lost and equip them to follow Jesus and impact others for Christ in their
workplace, in their neighborhoods and among their families.
Bottom: Millennials (18-30 yr olds) have
been described as the least evangelized
In short, we want to see this group, which has been described as the least
community in our culture
evangelized segment of our culture, transformed for Christ and His church. After
all, these are the next generation of church leaders.
In the coming months, we’ll share more about our ministry and the strategic
nature of reaching this audience. For now, please pray for us as we seek to secure all of the funding that’s necessary to start
this new endeavor and continue to work full-time for the Lord. And pray with us for this generation. They are lost and
desperately need Jesus.
We’re so grateful for you and your partnership with us. Together, we’ve made a great impact for the Lord and great
opportunities lie before us!
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